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Abstract 

The Romanian grey steppe breed is subject to a genetic conservation program, this being the 
reason why these studies have been made. In Tf position was identified 6 types of genotypes: AA, AD, 
AE, DD and EE. The largest registered frequency was for the homozygous genotype DD with 37.21% 
(10 individuals) and the heterozygous genotype AD with 26.14% (9 individuals). The milk protein’s 
polymorphous system study showed the six major types of proteins: alpha casein S1 (αS1-cz), beta 
casein (β-cz), kappa casein (K-cz), beta-lactoglobulin (β-lg), alpha-lactalbumin (α-la) and alpha-casein 
S2 (αS2-cz). A new allele gene αS1-casein IRV, was identified at the αS1-casein location, for 2 of the total 
number of analysed individuals. It has the form of a band with its isoelectric point situated between 
allele C and B, closer to allele C. This ancient particular allele proves its antiquity and it is the first of its 
kind among the Podolice family. Thereafter, this new casein can be an important genetic marker that 
shows the breed’s origins. In the grey steppe breed genetic amelioration and conservation process the 
techniques regarding genetic and molecular markers are very useful as well as other techniques and 
biotechnology such as: semen material conservation, super-ovulation and egg cells conservation. 
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Introduction 

 
In the genetic bio-conservation program for the near to extinction races, such as grey 

steppe breed, we can use several modern techniques regarding: molecular and genetic makers, 
semen conservation, super-ovulation egg cells conservation. Specialists consider that in any 
evaluation and amelioration program for the bovine breeds we should use markers that allow 
genetic variability evolution study, genetic distance and similarities between different 
populations. Special literature offers information regarding different markers in several 
bovine breeds from North-Western and Central Europe, Southern Europe, Africa, Latin 
America and Asia. This frequency differs in relation to the race and region, resulting these 
researches’ importance and necessity. Our specialists subjected the grey steppe breed to these 
studies and a part of the results are presented in this article (H.M. FARRELL & al. [5]). 

In the grey steppe bovine amelioration and conservation program, the semen material 
storage through deep freeze and the possibility of long term utilization has an important role. 
Using this procedure, we can create a gene fund from the best bulls subjected to conservation 
and preserve the genes in a national gene bank. The semen conservation technique combined 
with egg cells or embryos storage and with simple transplant techniques represent less 
expensive grey steppe population’s genetic conservation possibilities. 
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Material and method 

The research was carried out the number of grey steppe cows at S.C.D.C.B. Dancu Ia�i. 
Due to blood proteins and lactoproteins genetic determinism, which will result in identical 
genotype and phenotype, the frequency for these systems is very different from one breed to 
another. This is the reason for some researches which establish the gene-typical and allele 
frequency of serum proteins and lactoproteins at grey steppe breed, Moldovenească variety, 
from the North-East area of Romania (ŞT. CREANGĂ & al. [8]).  

Blood samples were collected in EDTA anticoagulant vials. The electrophoresis method 
was used in 2 different variations depending on the protein type and the migration substratum 
was polyacrylamide. The proteins, being negative particles, move from cathode to anode 
keeping a certain distance, which depends on the molecular weight. Based on the number of 
bands appearing on foregramă and distance began blood protein types have been properly 
deciphered reading schemes. Loci were identified genotypes of Hb-hemoglobin and 
transferrin Tf. 

Milk protein polymorphism was performed by PCR-RFLP and for all bovine 
lactoproteins polymorphism study was used isoelectric focusing technique (IEF A.V. 
BĂLTEANU & al. [2]). 

The milk samples were individually harvest in 15 ml Flacon tubes, transported at 4 0C and 
then deep frozen at -20 0C until further analysis. The defrosting was slow, at room 
temperature and then the samples were spun at 8000 rotations/minute for 5 minutes resulting 
creaming off. They were stored for 30 minutes at 4 degrees for fat hardening, which was later 
eliminated from every tube with a palette knife. 

For the best protein concentration, the samples were attenuated with urea solution and β-
mercaptoethanol. The samples were moved in a 4% concentration polyacrylamide gel. After 
migration, the gel was sunk in a 10% trichloroacetic acid solution. The pigmentation lasted 2 
hours and was realised with a 0.025% Coomassie Brilliant Blue solution in 40% ethanol and 
7% glacial acetic acid. 

For the heredity parameter approximation for the main particularities and protein systems 
in the grey steppe breed’s milk, R.E.M.L. (Restricted Maximum Likelihood) method was 
used. It is based on a function maximise process. The calculation differs in relation to the 
chosen algorithm, but each requires BULP solutions for distinct effects. It is necessary a great 
number of iterations to reach convergence, but this fact cannot be avoided if a thorough 
evaluation is needed. It is usually accepted as a convergence criterion the difference between 
the last and the penultimate iteration solution, if it is smaller than one percent from the 
registered average values. In our case, the final convergence was 99.99% and the iteration 
number was 1687. 

The biometric pattern used has the following form (V. MACIUC & al. [11]): 
Jijkl=µ+Fi+LJ+Ak+eijkl   where: 
Jijkl= individual “k” “l” performance, realised in lactation “j”, in farm “i“; 
µ = general average; 
Fi = farm “i” effect (fix factor), i=1; 
Lj = lactation “j” effect (fix factor), j=1; 
Ak = individual “k” genetic additive effect, (chance factor); 
eijkl = the error associated to each measured performance. 
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Results 

In bovine were identified more than 60 systems including 30 protein systems in the blood 
and 7 in the milk, and they continue to increase. As it was mentioned before, identifying the 
protein types is based on their migration in the electric field and on the molecular weight 
which occupies a certain area in the field. 

In table 1 we highlighted and calculated the genotypes and the gene’s frequency in the Hb 
and Tf positions. 
Table 1. Allele and genotype frequency in Hb and Tf positions 

Allele Allele 
frequency Genotypes Number of 

genotypes 
Genotypes 
frequency 

Genotype and allele frequency in Hb position 
A 1.000 AA 32 1.000 

Genotype and allele frequency in Tf position 
A 0.2837 AA 4 0.0958 
D 0.5445 AD 9 0.2614 
E 0.1718 AE 3 0.0713 
  DD 10 0.3721 
  DE 5 0.1582 
  EE 1 0.0412 

 
From the data presented in the table, we conclude that for Romanian grey steppe breed it 

was identified only one genotype in the Hb position; the homozygous genotype AA which 
had a 100% registered frequency. The HbA gene had the same value; it was used to 
accentuate the HbA allele phenomenon. 

Analysing the gene’s frequency and the genotype in Tf position, we identified 6 genotypes 
for the subject breed (fig. 1): AA, AD, AE, DD, DE, EE. The highest frequency registered 
was for the homozygous genotype DD with 37.21% (10 individuals) and the heterozygous 
genotype AD with 26.14% (9 individuals). An important observation about these genotypes 
DD and AD frequency is that they are dominant. The smallest values were registered for the E 
gene: 4.12%. 

 
Figure 1. Different types of transperine migration 
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In the second figure we can see allele in the six positions, which encode the six major milk 
protein types (α S1-cz; β-cz; K-cz; β-lg; α-la; α S2-cz). 

 
Figure 2. IEF profile from the grey steppe breed individuals, accentuating the major milk protein allele 

 
The genetic structure for the milk protein’s polymorphic systems: alpha-casein S1 (αS1-cz), 

beta-casein (β-cz), kappa-casein (K-cz), beta-lactoglobulin (β-lg), alpha-lactalbumin (α-la) 
and alpha-casein S2 (αS2-cz) is presented in table 2 (ŞT. CREANGĂ & al. [9]). 
 
Table 2. Genetic polymorphism of milk proteins for Romanian Grey Steppe Breed 

Registration no. α S1-cz β-cz K-cz β-lg α-la α S2-cz 

9991 BIRV A1A2 AB AB BB AA 
9993 BB A1A1 BB AB BB AA 
9983 BB A1A2 AB AB BB AA 
9988 BB A1A2 BB AA BB AA 
0004 CIRV A2A2 AA AB BB AA 
9985 BC A1A2 AB AB BB AA 
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9990 BB A1A2 BB AA BB AA 
9998 BC A2A2 AB AB BB AA 
9723 BB A1A1 BB AB BB AA 
9986 BC A2A2 AB AB BB AA 

Genotype frequency  

BB=0.5 
BC=0.3 
CIRV=0.1 
BIRV=0.1 

A1A1=0.2 
A1A2=0.5 
A2A2=0.3 

AA=0.209 
AB=0.41 
BB=0.375 

AA=0.292 
AB=0.50 
BB=0.208 

BB=1 AA=1 

Allele frequency  
pB=0.7 

qC=0.2 
rIRV=0.1 

pA1=0.45 

qA2=0.55 

pA1=0.417 

qA2=0.583 

pA1=0.542 

qA2=0.458 
PB=1 pA=1 

As it is mentioned in special literature, we also observed that αs1-Cn B has a higher 
frequency of more than 0.7 and the αs1-Cn C allele had a frequency of 0.2 for the studied animals 
(NG-KWAI-HANG  & al. [6]). 

Casein αs2 is monomorphic at the core of the Grey Steppe breed studied, the allele αs2-Cn 
A., as occurs in all breeds of cattle studied so far. 

Casein β presents the two universal versions β-Cn A1 and β-Cn A2 found in cattle and in 
zebus. In our cases, allele β-Cn A2 (0.550) is the most outspreaded and β-Cn A1 has a              
frequency of 0.45, the versions B, C and A3 missing β-Cn A1  has a higher frequency in the races 
from North-Western Europe and in the ameliorated bovine breeds (E.M. IBEAGHA-AWEMU         
& al. [6]). 

A2’s higher frequency has a special meaning because this allele is the ancient one from 
which all the others have derived. 

In the grey steppe breed nucleus from S.C.D.C.B. Dancu Ia�i, the K-cz system has a 
higher frequency for allele K-CnA2 (0.583) and heterozygous genotype AB (0.416) and also 
BB (0.375). As it was already mentioned, allele B is associated with a better milk quality for 
various breeds. 

Version K-CnB has a higher frequency in the brown breeds, reaching values between 0.4 
and 0.6. K-CnB’s not promoted through selection leads to a smaller value of its frequency. 
For various half-blood breeds, K-CnB’s frequency is intermediary between the pure race`s 
frequencies, which highlights the cross-breeding significant influence in transmitting the 
wanted kappa-casein type. 

In the β–lactalbumin system, β–LgA and β–LgB are widely outspreaded in cattle and zebu. 
The two variations are found overly equally spread in the breeds. In our case, β-lgA1 presents 
the higher frequency (0.542) and the heterozygous genotype AB (0.500). 

For α-lactalbumin, the versions α-LaA and α-LaB are, seemingly, present in the zebu 
majority but in almost all the cattle breed only α-LaB can be found. The α-LaA variety is less 
rare in Central and Southern Europe and it can be found in 11 Italian breeds and several local 
Russian breeds. On the grey steppe breed studied animals mono-morphism for allele α-LaB 
was discovered. 

The IEF and PCR-RFLP milk analysis led to the discovery of a new allele in the αS1-casein 
position, named αS1-casein IRV, for two of the total number of analysed individuals at 
S.C.D.C.B. Dancu Ia�i. It has the form of a band with its isoelectric point situated between 
allele B and C, closer to allele C, as it is represented in figure 3 (A.V. BÂLTEANU & al. [1]). 
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Figure 3. IEF profile for grey steppe cattle milk proteins (lines 1, 4, 5, 6, 8) compared with Romanian Black 
Spotted breed (lines 2, 3, 7) for casein αS1 position. Casein αS1’s genotypes are: 1-BB, 2-BC, 3-CC; 4-CIRV; 5-
BIRV; 6-BB; 7-BC; 8-BB. 

 
This particular grey steppe breed ancient allele proves its age and the fact that it is a first 

within the Podolice family. Therefore, this new casein can be an important marker for the 
breed’s origin (F.M. MAHÉ & al. [4], Y., KAWAMOTO & al. [12]). It might represent a red 
flag for the grey steppe breed’s conservation efforts, unique among its primal bison 
descendents . 

Originally established phenotypic values and total variance for major milk proteins Grey 
Steppe breed has passed to determine the genetic variance and heritability coefficients for 
each trait and milk-protein basis, the results are presented in table 3 (V. MACIUC & al.   
[10, 11]). 
Table 3. Heredity parameter for the grey steppe breeds’ main features and milk proteins systems 

Character Heredity Additive gene’s 
variation 

Variation 
“intralot” 

Total 
variation 

Normal lactation 
duration days 0.24 1799.0387 4628.2904 6427.3292 

Milk Kg  0.26 46247.036 340772.72 387019.76 
Fat %  0.71 0.9212 0.6745 1.5957 
Fat Kg. 0.29 166.5806 614.5592 781.1397 
Protein % 0.63 0.9084 0.7005 1.7089 
Protein kg 0.27 203.1983 479.9655 683.1637 
K-cz % 0.57 0.204 0.3 0.504 
-cz % 0.21 0.048 0.8 0.848 
-lg % 0.19 0.132 0.3 0.168 
S1-cz % 0.29 0.696 1.8 1.104 
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Analysing the heredity parameter value of kappa-casein (K-cz) we observe that it presents 
a stronger degree of inheritance determination and a guarantee that its phenotype values 
correspond mostly to constituent genotypes. In relation to this peculiarity, the environment 
partakes at a lower level in total variation determination, a fact that will decide upon different 
orientations, methods and management systems in genetic amelioration process regarding 
lactoproteins with weak heredity transmission. 

The β-casein (β-cz) elevated variation and β lactoglobulin (β-lg) low „intralot” variation 
due to additive genes led to low genetic variation values and low heredity parameters values 
for these lactoproteins. Lactoproteins’ low genetic determination level mirrors the female 
material’s great variability from which milk samples were taken and the low genetic variation 
among the male individuals. Environment has a great influence upon these attributes` 
variation determination, a fact that classifies these lactoproteins as weak in relation to 
hereditary transmission. An intermediary situation is αS1-casein (αS1-cz) which has an 
average hereditary transmission parameter (h2=0.29 %). 

Analysing the grey steppe breeds main protein system’s heredity transmission parameters 
we confirm the observation based on phenotype data, that this population contains more 
homogeneous or heterogeneous genotypes with a higher or lower genetic variability, with 
more or less hereditary determined properties (N.R. ZWALD & al. [11]). 

The main milk protein kappa-casein (K-cz), which has a high hereditary transmission 
degree, acts as such ,value confirmed by the heredity parameter (h2=0.57 %). 

Based on the main characteristic`s heredity parameters and the grey steppe breed cow`s 
milk proteins, we can determine the wished selection effect according to genetic conservation 
and amelioration goals, for this nucleus that represents a genetic Romanian legacy (V. 
MACIUC & al. [11]). 

Among grey steppe breed bovine goals we also wish for a higher milk quantity production 
and better relations between the milk’s main quality characteristics. 

Milk production’s low heredity leads to futile grey steppe breed cows’ selection or 
descendents production. 

The grey steppe breed can offer many pleasant surprises regarding diseases resistance 
mechanism and nourishment development with a lower nutritive value, features that are 
diminished or lost in the ameliorated cows. It must be said that the study of some 
polymorphous characters might help understanding diseases resistance genetic basis and 
conservation population genetic basis such as the grey steppe breed from Moldova. Genetic 
markers’ study cannot be replaced in the amelioration program by direct evaluation methods. 
In the grey steppe breed genetic conservation and amelioration program the modern 
techniques regarding genetic and molecular markers are very useful among other techniques 
and biotechnologies such as: semen conservation, super-ovulation and egg cells conservation. 

Conclusions 

This ancient particular allele αS1-casein IRV proves its antiquity and it is the first of its kind 
among the Podolice family. Thereafter, this new casein can be an important genetic marker 
that shows the breed’s origins. 

In the future, it is necessary that the groups carrying the resistance gene will be efficiently 
used in the genetic conservation and amelioration process and, especially, in creating more 
resistant hybrids to environmental conditions. Diseases resistance depends on this feature’s 
heredity such as the resistance to various ecologic factors. Therefore, we have to consider the 
resistant breeds such as the grey steppe breed in the bovine amelioration process. 
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In the grey steppe breed genetic conservation and amelioration program the modern 
techniques regarding genetic and molecular markers are very useful among other techniques 
and biotechnologies such as: semen conservation, super-ovulation and egg cells conservation. 
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